
A primary school’s maintenance team was faced with no hot water 
for the school when the ageing 25 year old boilers failed. But since 
the school had no available budget for replacements until the new 
financial year meant a capital expenditure for a new boiler was 
impossible.
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The Solution

The Result

On attending the site and conducting a site survey 
within 12 hours of receiving the initial call, ICS Cool 
Energy’s Rental Applications Engineer recommended 
2x 300kW boilers and a 3,000 litre bundled fuel tank 
which would deliver heating and hot water throughout 
the entire primary school. 

ICS Cool Energy’s powerful 300kW industrial boilers 
are housed within weatherproof steel containers, 
ideal for situating them outside. The flexible, compact 
boiler units are designed to operate reliably and safely 
and were sited away from access points to minimise 
disturbance and any noise interference to school 
activities.

Education and public sector facilities have a wide 
range of choice with ICS Cool Energy’s extensive 
range of products which are used in the designs of 
temperature control solutions to suit the individual 
needs of each location. Not only that, hiring 
equipment eliminates the need for capital expenditure, 
plus all the essential maintenance is taken care of.

info@icscoolenergy.comUK SALES:  0800 774 7426

“The school urgently needed to 
restore their hot water supply as 
soon as possible. Our engineers were 
able to quote, install and commission 
our industrial rental boilers within 
two days of receiving the initial call, 
putting the comfort of the school 
back in safe hands.”
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